
A Systematic Mapping Study for Big Data Stream
Processing Frameworks

Abstract—The choice of the most effective stream processing
framework (SPF) for Big Data has been an important issue
among the researchers and practioners. Each of the SPFs has
different cutting edge technologies in their steps of processing the
data in motion that gives them a better advantage over the others.
Even though, these technologies used in each SPF might better
them, it is still difficult to conclude which framework berforms
better under different scenarios and conditions. In this paper, we
aim to show trends and differences about several SPFs for Big
Data by using the so called Systematic Mapping (SM) approach
using the related research outcomes. To achieve this objective,
nine research questions (RQs) were raised, in which 91 studies
that were conducted between 2010 and 2015 were evaluated.
We present the trends by classifying the research on SPFs with
respect to the proposed RQs which can direct researchers in
getting an state-of-art overview of the field.

Index Terms—Big Data, Streaming Frameworks, Storm, Flink,
Spark, S4, InfoSphere

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, the Big Data technology has been gaining
increasing popularity. The term ”Big Data” is generally

used for the capability of storing, managing and processing
vast amounts of disparate data sets that cannot be handled
using classical techniques. For Big Data, Apache Hadoop
provides an open-source, reliable and distributed system.
Hadoop includes (a) Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
for storage; (b) YARN: A framework for job scheduling and
cluster resource management; (c) MapReduce: A YARN-based
system for parallel processing of large data sets. [1]; (d)
Hadoop commons is the other utilities provided within the
system. These components have proven themselves for batch
oriented processing in Big Data. Although Hadoop can handle
such jobs effectively, the necessity for non-batch oriented jobs
like real-time processing, and iterative jobs has been on the
rise.

The Big Data community has leaned towards creating
other solutions, such as developing frameworks for real-time
processing, for example Apache Flink [2] which is used
to be called Stratosphere, Apache Spark [3] and Apache
Storm [4]. Each of these frameworks can work in a Hadoop
environment and has a different way of processing data for
both batch and stream oriented jobs. Also, Apache S4 [5] was
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developed by Yahoo, and then contributed to Apache Software
Foundation[6].

Real-time stream processing is really more difficult than
batch processing, because there are additional considerations
one needs to consider such as, latency, in-memory computing
since real-time processing cannot tolerate storing and analyz-
ing data on disks all the time in an effective manner. Also,
real-time stream processing needs to handle vast amount of
disparate stream data from a variety of sources in time.

Data streams are now very common; they include log, click,
message, sensor, and event streams and even streaming data
that come from social media usage. All such data allow people
to take real-time action, including (1) taking action in the mo-
ment of equipment malfunctioning through analyzing sensor
and log streams, (2) providing real-time recommendations to
the users by taking account of other users that show a relevant
pattern, (3) detecting a fraudulent transaction, say, in a user’s
bank account, by analyzing the user’s pattern of transaction
history.

All these capabilities are not easily provided and each of
the streaming frameworks in big data has a different way
of handling issues of scalability, latency, fail recovery and
processing vast amount of disparate stream data. Additionally,
in the Big Data community, batch-oriented frameworks have
matured adequately in a place where streaming frameworks
are not so yet. The streaming area in Big Data is still a very
hot topic now and it has a long way to be mature.

This article proposes an SM study which has differences
from literature reviews. In an SM approach, the study maps
out and categorizes existing literatures in a research field in
order to characterize quantities in several aspects. At the end,
the study identifies gaps and trends, and illustrates them with
graphical views. However, literature reviews examine recent
or current literatures of a field and typically provides narrative
results [7].

In this SM study, the authors had to limit the study to
a handful of Big Data streaming frameworks. Otherwise the
paper pool would include various types of frameworks having
different purposes which would make it harder to find common
grounds for constructing the classification scheme and, as such
mitigate the validity of the present study. As a result, we try to
find the gaps and the trends by classifying the research on the
most popular stream processing frameworks, namely, Apache
Flink, Apache Spark, Apache Storm, Apache S4 , and IBM’s
InfoSphere [8].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. A
review of the related work is presented in Section 2. Section 3
explains the research methodology for this SM study. Section
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results focuses on frequencies of publications for categories
within the scheme. The essential process steps of our SM
study involves: (i) defining the RQs, (ii) conducting the
search for relevant papers, (iii) applying the inclusion and
exclusion criteria on the papers in the pool, (iv) developing a
classification scheme depending on the RQs. In the remainder
of this section, these steps are explained.

A. Goal and Research Questions

Our SM study aims to show trends and differences by
classifying the research on SPFs. To achieve our goal, we put
forward the following 9 RQs as follows:
RQ 1. What types of contributions are made by the papers?

RQ 2. What type of research methods are used in the papers?

RQ 3. What type of research methods are used for each of
the framework in the papers?

RQ 4. What is the annual number of publications for each
Big Data stream processing framework?

RQ 5. What is the ratio of experimentation type (batch
only, stream only or both) used for each Big Data stream
processing framework in the papers?

RQ 6. What is the ratio of contribution purposes (usage
enhancement, performance enhancement or both) for each
Big Data stream processing framework in the papers?

RQ 7. Which data ingestion source is used most for each
framework?

RQ 8. What is the most preferred range for the number of
nodes used in experimentation for each Big Data stream
processing framework?

RQ 9. What type(s) of data is used most for each Big Data
stream processing framework?

B. Search Strategy

The authors searched the following five academic paper
search engines to find relevant papers: (1) IEEE Xplore, (2)
ACM Digital Library, (3) CiteSeerX, (4) Science Direct, and
(5) Google Scholar.

In order for authors to ensure that not leaving out any of the
relevant papers about the Big Data streaming frameworks in
question, several search strings were used as shown in Table
1.

C. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

After applying the exclusion criteria listed in Table II any
paper containing at least one of the Big Data frameworks
is included covering Apache Spark, Storm, Flink, S4 and
IBM’s InfoSphere Streams. Also, to ensure the inclusion of
all relevant publications to the pool, the authors researched
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4 defines the outcomes of applying the research methodology. 
Section 5 presents the results of our SM study. Finally, Section 
7 summarizes the main findings and trends.

II. RELATED WORK

Here a brief overview of existing secondary studies focusing 
on SPFs of Big Data is provided.

A survey is conducted on the frameworks for distributed 
computing including Hadoop, Spark and Storm through sum-
marizing their architecture and work-flows [ 9]. T he paper 
defines S park a s t he n ewest p layer i n t he M apReduce field 
by making data analytics fast to write and to run through in-
memory computation. In the same paper, Storm is mentioned 
as being the Hadoop of Real-time Processing and specified as a 
complement to Hadoop rather than an actual replacement. The 
paper also presents a brief summary of comparison between 
Spark streaming and Storm.

In [10], a survey on modern approaches for Big Data stream 
processing is presented. It provides a brief overview of what 
stream processing is, while also mentioning about several 
challenges faced with it and then discussing several solutions 
by briefly e xamining a bout t he e xisting f rameworks i n the 
area which including Apache Storm, Spark Streaming, Apache 
Samza, Apache Flume, Amazon Kinesis and IBM InfoSphere 
Streams.

Another study presents a survey [11] of the open source 
technologies that support Big Data processing in a real-time 
fashion, including their system architecture and platforms. 
It discusses how to leverage lambda architecture on stream 
processing systems and introduces several stream processing 
systems including, Hadoop Online, Spark and Spark Stream-
ing, Storm, Flume, Kafka, Scribe, S4, HStreaming, All-Rite, 
Impala. Additionally, the paper presents a comparative sum-
mary of each of the systems.

A literature review is represented about approaches towards 
big data parallel processing and distributed computation in 
[12]. The article also presents information about the real-time 
stream computing system, S4, how discretized streams are 
used in Spark streaming.

In [13], 8 real-time stream processing requirements are out-
lined to provide high-level guidance for evaluating alternative 
stream processing solutions.

In [14], a literature survey and system tutorial for big data 
analytic platforms is presented. For our purposes, the article 
presents a comparison of streaming and batch processing in 
different aspects. Additionally, the article presents another 
comparison about S4 and Storm.

All these studies present brief overview or comparison 
of several stream processing frameworks within Big Data 
environment. However, our SM study intends to portray the 
interest of the research community about the frameworks by 
depicting trends and gaps in several aspects.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This SM research follows the guidelines proposed by [15]. 
Basically, SM is a defined m ethod t o b uild a  classification 
scheme and structure for a field o f i nterest. T he a nalysis of
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TABLE I
SEARCH STRINGS USED TO FIND RELEVANT PAPERS

Search Strings

1. [ ( Apache ) AND ( Spark OR Storm OR Flink OR S4 ) ] 4. [”IBM’s InfoSphere” OR ”InfoSphere Streams” OR InfoSphere ]
2. [ Spark OR Storm OR S4 OR ”Yahoo’s S4” OR Flink OR Stratosphere ] 5. [ ”Big Data” AND ( stream OR real-time ) ]
3. [ ( Stream OR Real-time) AND Processing ] 6. [ ”Big Data Streaming” AND ( framework OR platform ) ]

for: (1) Related papers referenced from those already in the
pool, and (2) Related papers from major Big Data (e.g. Big
Data, SIGMOD) research venues. Additionally, we used the
exclusion criteria in the table below to screen irrelevant papers.

D. Classification Scheme

While formulating the RQs, the authors tried to find com-
mon grounds in all papers where each might show differences
in choice, so that each paper can answer RQs by signifying
a trend. This approach helped us to create the classification
scheme shown in Table III.

The term contribution facet for the classification scheme is
taken from [15]. The term describes the types of contributions
such as being a method/technique/approach, tool or model.
The author also added another contribution types such as:
Framework, Architecture, platform, Empirical (Case) Study,
Analyze, Comparison, Overview, Others.In the value set, Anal-
ysis means the article analyzes one of the stream processing
framework by evaluating it with experiments (benchmarks).
Also, Comparison articles compare one of the selected Big
Data stream processing framework with each other or any
other software.

The term ”research facet” denotes the type of research
approach used in each paper where the guidelines for this
category are taken from [15]. The research facets adopted for
this study are listed and summarized [16] below:

Solution Proposal: A solution for a problem is proposed, and
the solutions can be shown by a good line of argumentation
or a small example.

Validation Research: Techniques investigated have not yet
been implemented in practice and are novel. Possible research
methods are experiments, simulation, and prototyping.

Evaluation Research: Techniques are implemented in prac-
tice and an evaluation of the technique is conducted. The
contributions are studied empirically, such as case study, or
field experiment. Also, the conclusions need to be supported
in the papers.

Experience Papers: Experience papers have to be the per-
sonal experience of the author and they explain on what and
how something has been done in practice.

IV. EXECUTION OF RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This section presents the outcomes from applying the steps
of the research methodology. After defining the RQs, the
search strings are used to find relevant papers. The search
strings are modified according to different syntax of the
academic search engines. The search strategy provided us

451 candidate studies from the selected sources. Some of the
papers are eliminated through using exclusion criteria. Also,
the introduction and conclusion sections of the papers are
taken into consideration in case of uncertainities. This whole
elimination step dropped down the number of the relevant
articles to 91. Then, the data is extracted from the papers
using the defined classification scheme.

V. RESULTS OF SYSTEMATIC MAPPING

The results of our SM study are illustrated for each of the
RQs.

RQ 1. What types of contributions are made by the papers?
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the type of papers by

contribution facets for the 91 papers included in this study.
Some of the papers were classified under more than one facet
based on their contributions. For example [17] proposes two
contributions: (1) a framework and (2) a comparison.

Fig. 1. Contribution facets of the papers

Figure 1 indicates that proposing new methods, techniques
or approaches has attracted the most of researchers with 35
times. Also, proposing new frameworks, as well as comparing
and analyzing the existing ones have taken high portion with
the count of papers respectively 11, 11, 10. There were 7
papers which could not be categorized into the contribution
facet categories, thus the author categorized them under
”Other”.

RQ 2. What type of research methods are used in the papers?
Figure 2 depicts the distribution of the type of papers by

research facet. Approximately half of the papers are validation
research (39 out of 91). Also, the papers with evaluation
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TABLE II
EXCLUSION CRITERIA

# Criteria

1 Papers that do not include any content about Spark, Storm, Flink, IBM’s InfoSphere, S4.
2 Papers written in a language other than English.
3 Short papers which do not contribute - provide benefit - to our SM study.
4 Work in progress.
5 Papers that tutor one of the tools in a way that does not contribute to our SM study.
7 Duplicated studies such as those published in other papers. In such as case; we included the most

recent one.
8 The papers which are not freely accessible to the authors.
9 White papers.

TABLE III
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME BASED ON RESEARCH QUESTIONS

RQ# Categories Properties/Attributes

1 Contribution Facets Method/Technique/Approach, Framework, Model,
Tool, Architecture, Platform, Empirical Study, Anal-
ysis, Comparison, Overview, or Others

2 Research Facets Solution Proposal, Validation Research, Evaluation
Research, Experience Papers or Others

3 Annual Popularity Years between 2010 and 2015
4 Form of Experimentations Stream only, Batch Only, Both
5 Contribution purposes Usage enhancement, Performance enhancement, or

Both
6 Data ingestion tool/sources Kafka, Rabbit, ZeroMQ, Network socket, Twitter

Streaming API, Kestrel, HDFS, Generic, Others
7 Number of nodes in experimentation 1-5, 5-20, or 20+
8 Data type(s) used in experimentation Sensor, Social media, Graphical, Geospatial, Log,

Raw, Generic, Web content, or Others

research facet have the better half of the rest. This indicates
that contributors intend to validate their work in laboratories
and even propose strong case studies about their contributions.

Fig. 2. Research Facet of the papers

RQ 3. What type of research methods are used for each of
the framework in the papers?

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of the frameworks in
aspects of their contributions that are whether properly eval-
uated or just proposed as solutions. As it is shown in the
figure, high portion of the contributions in each framework
except InfoSphere is at least validated with either experiments,
simulations or by prototyping. Also, the most of contributions
about Flink are rather studied with case studies and the
conclusions are supported in the papers. However, an opposite
case appears for InfoSphere where the highest portion of the
contributions appears as proposing solutions. There is also one
experience research [18] exist in this study which is related to

InfoSphere.

Fig. 3. The Research facets of each Stream Processing framework in the
papers

RQ 4. What is the annual number of publications for each
Big Data stream processing framework?

A study was conducted to see the annual popularity of each
Big Data streaming frameworks. As it can be seen from Fig.
4, in 2015, Apache Spark, Storm and S4 have their highest
number of publications, respectively 15, 14,and 2. This is
while Apache Flink’s highest publication quantity appears
in 2013 with the count of 6 and IBM’s InfoSphere has its
highest quantity in 2014 with 4.
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Fig. 4. Annual publication count for each the of frameworks

RQ 5. What is the ratio of experimentation type (batch only,
stream only or both) used for each Big Data stream processing
framework in the papers?

We analyzed experimentation types (Batch only, stream only
or both) used for each Big Data stream processing framework
in the papers. This shows the trends of researchers for in terms
of experimenting preferences. As it can be seen from Fig. 5;
the majority of the articles are based on stream processing,
however, the quantity for Apache Spark’s experimentation type
almost equals both batch-only and stream-only jobs, respec-
tively 16 and 18. The appeared trend of Spark here might
indicate that Spark is a good preference for batch jobs as well.
Also, the highest number of stream-based experimentation
appears in Apache Storm with 23 times, while the least number
appears in Apache Flink with 2 times which illustrates itself
as a gap. This may be caused because of Apache Flink has
been developed from a project called Stratosphere whose main
goal is not stream-processing.

Fig. 5. Experimentation forms used in the papers for each framework

RQ 6. What is the ratio of contribution purposes (usage
enhancement, performance enhancement or both) for each Big
Data stream processing framework in the papers?

We conducted a cross analysis of the purpose of the con-
tributions (usage enhancement, performance enhancement, or
both) in the papers for each Big Data streaming framework to
get a better understanding of the researchers to see their trends
in the terms of what they aim with their contributions. Here,

Fig. 6. Contribution purposes for each framework

by ”usage enhancement” we refer to the articles that considers
different use cases which result in enhanced proposals. Also,
”performance enchancement” refers to the articles that aims
to improve the frameworks performance by either modifying
the components of the frameworks or implementing new
components. It can be seen from Fig. 6, IBM’s InfoSphere
has no performance-enhancement related contribution. In fact,
IBM publishes regularly white papers about their products to
explore technical aspects. However, white papers are excluded
from this study. Also, the most contributions for almost each
of the frameworks except Apache S4 is focused on further
enhancing the usage of the framework itself.

RQ 7. Which data ingestion source is used most for each
framework?

We conducted an analysis on the papers whose experiment
types are based on streaming jobs. There are 55 papers
proposing stream-based experimentation and our analysis
includes looking into these 55 papers to specify the data-
ingestion tools used in the experimentation phase within those
papers. Most of the papers specify that the internal tools of
the frameworks are used to ingest data from external sources,
for example, [19] describes data ingestion in this way ”The
MultimediaSpout” was in charge of retrieving the images
from the external source, generating a stream of tuples, and
passing it to the bolts”. As a result, the authors referred
to these methods as ”Generic”. Also the papers about S4
platform do not mention any data ingestion methods except
”Generic” types. Hence, Fig. 4 was made by excluding the
”Generic” method and S4 platform. According to Fig. 7
Kafka and ZeroMQ/0MQ are the most widely used third
party tool to ingest data from external sources also used by
Apache Storm 5 times and 4 times, respectively. Whereas
Apache Spark has ingested data 4 times from Kafka and 3
times from ZeroMQ/0MQ. Also, IBM’s InfoSphere has used
network sockets only beside the Generic method. The use of
RabbitMQ and Kestrel appears with only Apache Storm.

RQ 8. What is the most preferred range for the number
of nodes used in experimentation for each Big Data stream
processing framework?

We conducted another cross analysis over the number of
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Fig. 7. Data ingestion tools/sources used for each framework

nodes used for each Big Data streaming framework in the
experimentation phase of each paper. As Fig. 8 shows, papers
about Apache Spark have a clear distinction from other frame-
works in using of 5-20 nodes and 20+ nodes for experiments.
Additionally, Apache Storm users mostly intended to use 1-5
nodes.

Fig. 8. Number of nodes used in experimentations for each framework

RQ 9. What type(s) of data is used most for each Big Data
stream processing framework?

We conducted an analysis to see which data types are more
preferred within the experimentation of the frameworks. For
this analysis we excluded papers that uses datasets without
giving some information about it or calling it ”dataset” di-
rectly, which we call them as ”Generic” data (20 papers) and
the papers using raw data (30 papers) such as txt and csv files
are included into exclusion also. As it can be seen from Fig. 9.;
the most used data type is social media by all the frameworks.
On the other hand, sensor data is the least attracted data type
by the contributors. Considering ”Internet of Things” (IoT) as
an important application area of Big Data, sensor data does
not seem to get adequate interest by the researchers which
illustrates itself as a gap in the field.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this study is to find trends and gaps
about several SPFs for Big Data by using the Systematic
Mapping approach. We present our findings which are also

Fig. 9. Data types used by each of the frameworks in the experimentations

used as the starting point of a thesis study conducted by one
of the authors in which some of the SPFs are being compared
according to certain performance and requirements parameters.

First of all, the first two RQs give overall information about
interest of the community with the SPFs. The first RQ is
about contribution facet of the articles. Findings to this RQ
indicates that contributions are mostly based on proposing a
new method, technique or approach to use with any of the
SPFs (see Fig. 1), rather than modifying the architecture or
model of the them. This case might imply that SPFs are
adequately advanced, and the community is using them to
solve different problems. Second RQ is about research facet
of the articles. Answer to this RQ indicates that the most of
contributors validate their study with at least by some kind of
experiments rather than only proposing ideas as solutions to
problems (see Fig. 2).

Third RQ takes a deeper look into the area by categorizing
the research facets to each SPFs. The purpose of this analysis
is to see the contributors with which SPF proposes the most
evaluated researches and solutions without any validations.
According to findings (see Fig. 3), Flink has its the highest
portion with evaluated research. Spark and Storm have their
the highest portion with validated researches. However, the
highest portion of the InfoSphere related contributions denotes
itself as solution proposals.

The data collected in this study highlights that Apache Spark
and Storm have increasing number of publications each year
whereas Apache S4 does not (see Fig. 4). This might be caused
because S4 was developed by Yahoo! and then contributed to
Apache software foundation. Consequently, Yahoo focused its
attention to Apache Storm [6].

From the data collected, we could see that the experimen-
tations in the papers related to Apache Storm, S4 and IBM’s
InfoSphere are mostly based on streaming jobs, where Apache
Spark is almost equally experimented with both stream and
batch jobs (see Fig. 5). The appeared trend of Spark here might
indicate that Spark is a good preference for batch jobs as well.
Additionally, Apache Flink is experimented with batch jobs in
almost all of the papers which may reveals another gap.

Also, results depict that the researchers are mostly studied
on the improvement of algorithms or optimization of tools for
various use of frameworks, such as [23] and [24].

When we consider the data ingestion in Big Data streaming
frameworks from external resources, we realized that most of
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the researchers used the frameworks’ internal tools. However, 
Apache Spark and Apache Storm use Kafka, ZeroMQ/0MQ 
and Twitter’s Streaming API for different reasons. This indi-
cates that there are a numerous of alternative ways to stream 
data instead of using internal modules in the frameworks. Sev-
eral gaps appear in the area of data ingestion methods within 
the frameworks (see Fig. 7). First one is the contributions 
about IBMs infoSphere use only networks sockets to retrieve 
data. For future works, we propose to use the alternative 
message queueing tools such as RabbitMQ and Kestrel for 
data ingestion purpose.

Size of cluster is an important aspect in the Big Data 
streaming framework area. From the data collected, it is 
observed that researchers mostly go either with up to 5 nodes 
or up to 20 nodes in their experimentations (see Fig. 8). Even 
though, there are a considerable number of papers that goes 
for up to 100 nodes for their experimentation, there is only 
one publication that uses more than 100 nodes [25].

Social media data is the mostly preferred source in con-
sideration of the data types used in the experimentations (see 
Fig. 9). However, sensor data has the least attraction by the 
contributors which stays as a gap considering the important 
part of IoT technology within Big Data environment.

As a result, this SM study states several gaps and trends 
in the Big Data stream processing area which can help 
researchers to obtain an overview of the field and identify areas 
that require more attention from the research community.
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